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Abstract
Marked international unanimity in recent years indicates that reparation should be defined
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While the former refers,
2
3
the latter
4

5
Roht-Arriaza proposes that symbolic
forms of moral reparation are just important as material ones, because they are contained
6

Both material and symbolic reparation are
usually applied in cases of serious large-scale violations of human rights, particularly the
right to life.7 One main objective of both forms of reparation is to centre an approach on
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Restitution, according to Principle 19 of the UN Basic Principles and Guidelines, seeks to
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d Nations,
Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross
Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International
Humanitarian Law, Proclaimed by General Assembly resolution 60/147 of 16 December 2005.
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provided for any economically assessable damage, as appropriate and proportional to the gravity
of the violation and the circumstances of each case, resulting from gross violations of
and social benefits; (c) Material damages and loss of earnings, including loss of earning potential;
(d) Moral damage; (e) Costs required for legal or expert assistance, medicine and medical
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Rehabilitation, under principle 21, refers to the medical, psychological care, legal and social
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Principles 22 and 23 include measures aiming to ensure that violations cease, that closure be
provided for victims, which includes a search for victims who have disappeared, and, if
applicable, an official acknowledgment by a state of its responsibility, the making of an apology
by that state and a declaration of the measures it has instituted to prevent repetitive violations.
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Hastings International
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(Oxford University Press 2006) 452.
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a victim who has been offended and to empower that victim.1 This objective is to be
achieved regardless of whether such offences have been committed by state authorities
or private individuals, and also irrespective of whether a heavy burden will be placed
upon the perpetrator.2 This paper argues that justice requires all aspects of the damage of
death, including the objective aspect (loss of life) and the subjective aspect, as well as the
moral damage resulting from it should be redressed. However, taking the death of victims
very seriously may imply more than financial if it is, at least to some extent, to be
addressed adequately by the state. Therefore, the best approach for a state is to fully
respond to both the monetary and symbolic aspects of reparations.
Keywords: Human Rights, Victims Rights, Moral Repair, Reparation, State
Responsibility

1. Introduction
The provision of reparation for victims of human rights violations is widely considered
to be one of the most respected and central of legal principles. 3 However, whether both
the monetary and symbolic aspects of reparations are capable of redressing the harm
human rights may cause such serious damage, for instance, physical damage, that no kind
of reparation would be capable of undoing.4 As Rohtreplace lost health and serenity; the loss of a loved one or of a whole extended family; a
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whole generation of friends; the destruction of home and culture and community and
1
Therefore, in such serious crimes, reparation may serve merely to ease the
consequences for victims and their families 2 by acknowledging their suffering,
condemning their aggressors and, to some extent, restoring humanity and dignity to
victims.3
However, the achieving of such reparation depends on effective enforcement mechanisms
being in place to provide victims with confidence that remedies for the violations of their
al system. Further, according to
of moving from the situation
of loss and damage to a situation where some degree of stability in moral relations is
4

ictims and responsible parties. It is about
5
Like Roht-Arriaza, Walker
acknowledges that no reparation can fully repair the damage to victims of serious crimes
against their human rights:
repair is possible in some degree, it will usually be at some cost for the victim, the
cost of absorbing some irreparable loss, pain, and anger; for the wrongdoer, the cost of
some shame, vulnerability, and compensating action; for communities, the costs of
providing and vindication for victims, placing responsibility and its demands on
6

For redress, at least two aspects of the damage caused by criminal acts against an
to life, which could be called damage of death,7 should be considered.
One is fixed and objective, the other variable and subjective. 8 The objective aspect
concerns the right of victims not to be deprived of the full period of an average life-time.
This right applies to all people equally, and, it will be argued, when violated, requires
compensation in itself independent of any pecuniary and moral redress. 9 As it is
impossible to restore the life of victims, monetary compensation may be said to be the
caused by illegal prejudice of the human right to life ought to be measured, it will be
argued, by a single objective standard applying to everyone because all people are equal
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in human value. It follows, therefore, that compensation, according to the objective
standard, should not be different from one person to another. However, it should be noted
that monetary compensation for damage of death should not be seen as a price of the loss
right to life. This recognition of such value, in terms of money,
it will be argued, is better than no recognition of this value at all, or rejecting it on the
basis that life is beyond value. Nevertheless, damage of death in its objective aspect
cannot be sufficiently repaired by merely monetary compensation and, therefore,
acknowledgement of responsibility for the damage and correction of its injustice is an
essential requirement for comprehensive reparation.
The subjective aspect of damage of death varies from person to person because it is linked
to how much the individual talent and ability of a victim is diminished, and applies only
to the economic implications of any impairment of that talent, and how valuable that
talent was in the first place.1 This means that the material compensation for this subjective
aspect also varies from one victim to another depending on the material loss involved. In
addition to these two aspects of damage, any physical and mental pain that a victim has
suffered in the course of being killed also requires compensation.
family also deserves to be compensated for its pecuniary loss as well as for its grief in
losing a loved one.2
To determine what constitutes adequate reparation for the violation of the right to life it
is important, firstly, to explore whether this violation should be considered as a form of
2. Does it Matter that Death Resulted from Illegal Acts?
There is considerable disagreement among commentators on this question; some argue
that the death of a victim is a form of damage in itself, while others think that it is not.3
Several arguments are used to support the latter position. First, it is contended that it is
difficult to imagine that a human being who loses his life has been damaged by death
because death is an inevitable fate and the dead person does not feel or lose anything; 4
therefore, to assume that the dead can be damaged is unconvincing because a person must
be
at the moment of death.5 As Joel Feinberg
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can have the desires or welfare interests to be denied. In the absence of a belief in the afterlife, to
- Gordon
et al, Death Rites and Rights (Hart Publication Ltd 2007) 202; also, it has been asserted that
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to be harmed, and when death occurs it obliterates the subject, and thus excludes the
nonexistence, so it is not something that ever coexists with the dying person for the time
1
Secondly, where the deprivation
individual and his capacity to have rights, including the right to compensation, has
ceased.2 The assumption by opponents that the right of the victim to compensation arises
at the moment of his death is ultimately flawed since it rests on the idea that any potential
victim has not yet died and it cannot be predicted whether or when death might occur as
a result of a criminal act.3 Even if this assumption were correct, death would terminate
this right because a dead person no longer possesses any right as his legal personality has
ceased to be.4 Therefore, supporters of this position do not recognize either that a victim
has been damaged by death or has a legal right to compensation for death which can be
claimed by the heirs to his estate.5
By contrast, other commentators have contended that a right to compensation ought to
exist for a number of reasons. First, although it is true that death is inevitable for any
human being and that no one holds that any compensation should be made if this happens
from natural causes, where death has resulted from the illegal acts of others,
compensation should take place as these acts have shortened th
expectancy of life. 6 In addition, the argument that a victim who loses his life
instantaneously through a third party criminal act does not suffer any damage seems to
be contrary to reality and law, as life is most precious and human beings usually
vigorously resist being deprived of it and of the enjoyment of all the good things which
it can bring.7 The violation of the right of a victim to life, and the corresponding right of
Journal of Social Philosophy 127,
127-128. However, although no damage to the body or mind can be done to anyone after death,
wrong still exists because rights or morally protected interests have been violated. Harris 34.
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Feinberg (n 25) 80; most commentators have struggled to explain how death may harm anyone
because, as Epicurus stated that where life was, death was not and where death was, life had
ceased to exist. Price (n 25
velopments after
death are alike in coming into existence during a period when there is no longer a subject. If the
absence of a subject precludes our speaking of posthumous harms, then equally it precludes our
speaking of death as a harm (a rather harder pill to swallow) since both death and posthumous
events are post-personal. Either death and posthumous events both alike can be harms or neither
25) 82.
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a victim to be compensated for the loss of it, is a matter of principle and no positive law
can justifiably preclude it.1 Moreover, to assume that a person who is killed does not
suffer any sensory pain may be doubtful. He may also suffer from the psychological
damage of the loss of all the usual legitimate expectations which might be associated with
life.2 It has been asserted that the concept of deprivation which holds that death does harm
a person seems to be much more plausible.3 As this concept implies that:
y might otherwise have achieved, and
in so far as death precludes the ante-mortem person from achieving certain future oriented
desires, desire-oriented interests may be thwarted by events occurring by or after death.
cadaver are future oriented and capable of being
4
only being
Secondly, to argue that the right of a victim to compensation for the damage of death
cannot exist at the moment of death is contrary to the source of the right to compensation.5
The source of this right is the illegality of acts against the right to life which precede
death, even if just for a moment, because every action precedes its outcome. 6 Therefore,
at the moment when a victim is dying, he or she still has the legal right to compensation
for all damages arising from the illegal act, a right which can be claimed by his family
following his death. 7 In other words, on death such a right is transferred from the
deceased to his or her next of kin. In addition, it seems wrong to state that the right to
compensation for victims who continue to live following injuries must be respected but
not for those who die instantaneously from their injuries.8 Such a position defies logic
and
position than one who injures a victim without bringing about death. 9 Such an outcome
may also act as an incentive that could actually encourage an offender to kill a victim
which would
be contrary to the primary objectives of good legislative policy which require that the
perpetrator of an unlawful act is not to be given any reason to believe that the death of
the victim does not matter in terms of an obligation for him to make compensation.10
Weighing up the pros and the cons of the above arguments of both the supporters and
opponents of the right of victims to compensation for the damage of death, it can be
argued, based on the above arguments of those who support it, that those who deny that
acknowledge such a right to exist before death actually occurs and then, when death does
25) 82.
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view that dead themselves are beyond harm. An example of this can be found in the law of tort
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ceases to exist on his or her death. It is not reasonable to ignore this contradictory position
when dealing with such serious damage as the loss of life since the lack of any necessity
to provide compensation may be said to undermine the process of civil accountability,
civil protection and would lead perpetrators to conclude that they had no obligation to
restore justice by healing the co
Accordingly, it is arguable that justice requires the compensation of a victim for the
illegal deprivation of his right to life. If justice requires a victim to be compensated for
an attack on other inherent human rights, then the right to life which is of such great
importance and the source of all other human rights should be given priority of
entitlement for compensation when it is violated by illegal action. 1 Even if convincing
theoretical arguments were not forthcoming to prove that a victim possessed such a right
at the moment of death, the responsibility of an offender for the damage of death should
not be precluded, nor should he be excused from himself making compensation,
irrespective of any other kind of compensation to which a victim may be entitled and
which can be claimed by his or her heirs.2 If it is said that to allow the heirs of the
deceased to benefit from his death is not morally justified, then it may be asked, what is
the difference between this transfer of the right to compensation following immediate
death and the transfer of the material and moral damage suffered by a victim prior to his
death?3 Where no moral objection is made to the next of kin receiving such compensation,
then, it is highly justifiable for his heirs to claim compensation for the damage of death
to the victim because they are his representatives. Acknowledging such a claim would
also underline the seriousness of illegally violating the right to life and, to some extent,
lead to the reparation of the injustice it causes.4
a damage requiring compensation,5 However, in some systems of modern law, it has been
recognized that compensation may be given. For instance, England, in the statute of Law
Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1934, recognized that tort actions may still take
1

Ibid.
There is controversy about the nature of the damage of death. Some writers consider it to be a
kind of material damage as it deprives a person of the opportunity to continue his life and enjoys
the ability to work and earn financial rights which would be reasonable for someone of the same
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more seriously: defendants are expected to think further ahead if serious injuries are possible;
more care is expected of them; and defendants receive less sympathy if they argue that the loss
question is not how we view the facts now that we know a death has resulted, but how the
defendant should have viewed them before the event, when injury was a mere possibility. Death
is therefore special in this context because it is an exceptionally severe consequence, with an
unfavoura
18) 245.
5
For instance, English courts have rejected the right to compensation for the damage of death;
for further details, see Hedley (n 18) 241-256: also, in the Iraqi legal system, although the wording
of Article 202 of Iraqi Civil Code No. 40 of 1951 expresses the need to compensate victims for
many kinds of damage, such as physical, moral and material damage, many commentators have
doubted whether the objective aspect of the damage of death (loss of life) itself was included. For
further details, see Al-Anaibi (n 24) 215-222.

regar
shall be calculated without reference to any loss or gain to his estate consequent on his
1
Therefore, as Hedley
Technically speaking, damages are not awarded for the death, but for the injury suffered.
a compensatable item, though (anomalously) a defendant who caused a death is liable for
2
In addition, compensation of a victim for pain and
suffering is not provided for where death occurred instantaneously, on the grounds that
such a death would not involve suffering.3 It has also been consistently argued that, even
in a painful death, the last few moments of pain and mental suffering are, actually, part
of death itself and therefore action would not be able to be taken under the 1934 Act.4
loss
of earning capacity and any future expenses, such as medical care and other expenses.5 It
hat of dependent
relatives, who can demand at least part of the income stream they would have received
6

f the loss inflicted by death

Some legal systems and judicial rulings of other states have clearly considered death as a
damage which requires compensation. For instance, although the Egypt Civil Code does
not contain an explicit text which refers to compensation for the damage of death in
1
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purely financial terms, an award of that sum would not correct this injustice. A dead man does
However, the House of Lords in the case of Pickett v British Rail Engineering Ltd [1980] AC 136
eed not suffer a loss in any real sense, but his/her
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Press 2006) 163-164; the inherent difficulty of putting a price on human life in wrongful death
litigation has led in the United States to consider economic loss as the exclusive measure of
damage in cases of wrongful death. Recently, the United States has tended to broaden the
monetary compensation for wrongful death, either by legislative or judicial measures. Jonathan
Litigations 45, 45-48.

itself,1 the courts have recognized that the death of a victim by illegal acts is a damage
and should be compensated for irrespective of the compensation of other damages. 2
Nevertheless, the courts have considered such death to be merely a kind of material
damage and not an independent one in order to justify the transfer of the right to
compensation for this damage to his heirs. This results in compensation awarded for loss
of life to be measured by different subjective standards and, therefore, awards of such
compensation differs from person to person.3 A clear example of award compensation for
death can be found in Article 248 of the Kuwait Civil Code,4 which states that if the
violation of the right to life results from illegal acts, compensation should be provided for
5
These
provisions, unlike in the Egyptian courts, must be made equally and without
distinguishing from person to person in regard to age, social status, occupation, sex or
other subjective issues, and, also, should not affect the right of a victim to be compensated
for financial and moral damages in accordance with the provisions of liability for
unlawful act.6 Moreover, the state must compensate for damage of death in cases where
compensation cannot be obtained from other sources.7 This reflects the idea that the state
cannot absolve itself from its moral and legal responsibility to respond effectively to the
violation of the right to life and to recognise it as a serious damage which requires
reparation.
In the same vein, it can be argued that any system adopts by the state to compensate
victims of illegal acts should take into account the redressing of the damage of death and
its implications as a whole if that system really intends to repair injustice and give
recognition to the seriousness of the violation of the right to life. 8 However, a system in
most states often aims to provide for the pragmatic needs of an injured victims in order
to mitigate, to some extent, the consequential effects of illegal acts and is not concerned
with the symbolic criterion of recognizing the damage of death. For instance, most
1
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systems of compensation in the United States and Europe are normally provided to
income or support; funeral or burial costs; childcare and transportation costs;
1
Nevertheless, it can be argued that all damages including
death from illegal acts, should be compensated for if the state considers itself to be under
a moral and legal obligation to provide justice for victims.
3. Other Forms of Reparations
In cases of mass violence against the right to life, it is doubtful whether the moral,
political and legal principles which govern the state and society are sufficient to achieve
justice for victims of such violence. One such difficulty may be attributed to the lack of
a comprehensive view about the various measures of reparation available to remedy the
damage caused by violations of the right to life, or even ignorance of what these
reparation measures are capable of doing to restore to victims their sense of dignity and
justice. Achieving justice for victims requires more than material compensation; as
Walker notes, pure financial compensation is never sufficient to remedy grave harms, and
2
Reparations should consist of acts which
intentionally afford appropriate goods to victims to acknowledge the seriousness of the
wrong, the responsibility of those who did the wrong, or the liability of those responsible
for its repair and their intention of achieving justice for this specific wrong.3
This spirit and intention are crucial in determining what should be done for victims, even
if it is appropriate in terms of the damage caused to make actual reparations.4 This means
that any support or compensation given to victims by others, which is given in a voluntary
spirit, as a good deed, does not in itself strictly constitute reparations since it is done
without the intention of bearing the responsibility either for the wrong suffered or for
redressing it.5
Many commentators consider that the recent moral and political conceptions of
reparations which aim to restore dignity to victims and establish respectful, trustworthy
and mutually accountable relationships within their communities are more important or
1
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even an alternative to the dominance of the legal perspective of juridical and tort-based
measures of compensation for unjust loss or injury.1 This is because the legal perspective
of compensatory or reparative justice has been criticised as inadequately addressing grave
human rights abuses and injustice.2
3

In addition, from the psycho-social perspective,
elief of the suffering, distress, anger and sense of violation experienced
4
However, this should not undermine the role of monetary compensation
measures when these are effective in obtaining from the parties responsible for the wrong
done, or for its repair, the intention to provide reparative justice for victims.5
3.1 The Communicative and Exemplifying Aspects of Gestures of
Reparation
While the communicative aspect seeks to send a vindicatory message to victims,
wrongdoers, and communities acknowledging the reality of the wrong, the exemplifying
aspect involves an act of repair which alludes to what the correct relationship should be
between the victims and the parties responsible for making reparation. 6 All forms of
reparations, including purely material forms, have an essentially symbolic expressive or
communicative function even though the term symbolic is mainly used for non-tangible
7
or ed
more highly by victims than monetary ones,8 and that financial payments are, therefore,
less acceptable and may be challenging without gestures conveying acknowledgement
and respect.9 Nevertheless, all reparations, whether material or symbolic in nature, are
considered by victims to be communicative gestures. 10 Walker explains that these
nd

real effects often follow: the victims may be insulted, outraged, or bitterly disappointed,
11
Therefore, the communicative
dimension is essential to any reparations programmes or gestures because it conveys an
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important vindicatory message. 1 This vindicatory message may be sent explicitly by
means of a complete apology, accepting responsibility for the wrong or its repair and the
repudiation of the behaviour involved.2 Failure to convey this message in programmes of
reparations would result in a lack of clarity about the attitude of the responsible parties
towards past wrongs and their duty of justice to respond to them, or show a lack of proper
respect or real care for those who are owed reparations.3
However, there is the risk that reparations programmes are perceived as an isolated
gesture if they seem to only send a vindicatory message. 4 For such programmes to
transcend this, they need to exemplify a rectified relationship that, if sustained, becomes
the basis for acceptable and stable moral, civil, and political relations. 5 The purpose of
this exemplifying reparative function is to convey to victims and society the appropriate
attitude for amend-makers to take to demonstrate respect, compassion and responsibility.6
It has been suggested that, for the exemplification function of reparations to be
convincing, the vindicatory message should send the right message regarding the
reparations process to give the hope that the right moral relationship will be established
between victims and responsible parties, which may lead to the rebuilding of trust. In turn,
this may mean that some confidence will emerge that gross violence will not be repeated
in future.7 Further, it has been specifically suggested that restoration of the correct moral
relationship of confidence, trust and hope damaged by serious wrongdoings is essential
for any gestures or programmes which seriously intend to comprehensively repair wrongs
on the social and civic level. 8 Any serious wrongdoing against individuals raises the
question of whether the moral standards that govern the relationship of an individual with
others, and the interest and dignity of individuals harmed by wrongdoing, are being taken
seriously. 9
10
11

It is the responsibility of communities to answer this question, because having taken
upon themselves the basic duty of producing standards of responsibility, they have a duty
to take action against violations of these standards in order to: reaffirm moral
1
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understandings which have been contravened by wrongdoing; clarify their scope; and,
stabilise confidence in their authority.1 If community standards are found to lack respect
for some of its members, the community has an obligation to take action to change them.2
3.2 Problems in Achieving Reparation Gestures
It is unlikely that the expressive function of these reparations gestures will be fully
achieved for a variety of reasons. First, the adequacy of all reparations messages is
restricted by the inevitable economic, political and social pressures surrounding mass
reparations for HR violations. 3 More importantly, such achievement depends on the
willingness of the state and society to comply with these messages of reparations,
specifically the exemplifying commitment to the repairing of future right relationship, in
order to adequately respond to the mass violations of HR. It also depends on the actual
status of victims in moral, social and legal systems. This is because victims in many states,
and specifically in Iraq, have faced marginalisation, indifference, denial and
abandonment. It has been further suggested that despite the internal clarity of reparations
measures and homogenous forms of justice on reparations, there are difficulties with
genous populations. This leads to
4

Secondly, the demands of different features of the expressive adequacy of a reparations
process may create a tension between them. 5 Symbolic reparations, which involve
acknowledgment of serious wrongs to victims and the taking of responsibility for them,
are often considered by victims to be the most fitting. On the other hand, material
compensation may be more easily deliverable and less socially controversial when a
society is in an unsettled political state.6 However, victims often place much greater value
upon public acknowledgement of wrong, which explains why they may often be
dissatisfied with money payments alone.7 The reparative importance of money payments
depends on whether, along with other gestures, it carries a message of acknowledgement
of wrong, and thus affirms reciprocal accountability under shared standards. 8 Although
money in itself does not count as reparations, when the state is involved it is clearly a
powerful means of accountability.9 Even when this is so, taking responsibility for wrong,
which is the essence of accountability, is often of greater importance for victims. 10
1
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of what is offered, as victims find what they receive is perhaps only what they deserved as citizens
regardless of the specific injuries the have suffered, and that the public goods offered equally
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For instance, monetary reparations programmes by countries such as Germany, Argentina, and
Chile have been made in stages and have expanded the norms of accountability for victims of
human rights abuses, thus, increasing the numbers of victims to be compensated. Ibid.
9

Nevertheless, in some cases money is considered by victims to be reparation, even when
acknowledgement of responsibility or of the obligation to provide justice are lacking on
the part of those responsible.1
Finally, it has been claimed that it is unrealistic to expect that gestures of reparations,
specifically in attempting to acknowledge the reciprocal accountability relations between
victims and those responsible for the violations or their repair, should be burdened with
too much responsibility for the restoration of right future relationships. 2 Reparation
gestures concern what can be achieved in the present to deal with the past relative position
unrepaired harms but also of accountability denied to a present of reciprocal
3

Ideally, hope
of better future relations between victims and responsible parties is created when
successful reparations operations, which embody fair terms of accountability and shared
recognition of the moral standards predicated by them, are undertaken. 4
The provision of reparations may best
in the history of relations among people or among peoples, an achievement measured by
5
In addition, in the aftermath of gross
violence, the expectation that reparations by themselves are capable of achieving longexample and make a promise or commitment based on what achieved in the present
6
Where the wrongs of the past have given rise to reasonable fear,
disillusionment, hatred, or cynicism, in the present, reparations gestures can help to create
hope for the future, which, in turn, provides motivation to build the right relations that
are heralded by good reparative interaction.7
4. Conclusion
The death of a victim is a real and serious form of damage and any attempt to rely on
theoretical objections or pragmatic reasons to deny the legitimacy and eligibility of a
seriousness of violations of the right to life. It follows that, if the death of a victim is
considered only to be a matter of compensation for the material and moral suffering
caused by his or her death, this is insufficient for it to be claimed that justice has been
done. While, certainly, a victim cannot ever be compensated for his loss of life, a
distinction should be made between the acknowledgment that a victim has been damaged
by his death and, thus, has the right to be compensated for the wrongness of the actions
of those responsible for the damage and, similarly, to have his symbolic right to
1
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the victims, moral and legal measures of reparation are fundamental, while monetary
enough, or even the most important thing. They especially noted the hollowness of material
reparations when there has been a pronounc
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retributive justice secured against those responsible, and for it to be recognised that no
compensation would ever be able to make up for such damage. Therefore, it is argued
justice needs to be considered as an integral part of any domestic justice system in order
to demonstrate that the death of a victim has been taken seriously.
However, to adequately respond to the implications of violations of the right to life of
individuals caused by serious acts of violence, the best scenario is that all forms of
reparations gestures, both material and symbolic, must carry, in principle, an expressive
vindicatory message. This message should include a genuine intention to address the
implications of violence against the right to life by standing with victims, through
acknowledgement and confirmation of their entitlement to stand in equal moral relations
of accountability, to witness condemnation of, and receive genuine apology for, serious
wrongs committed, and oblige those responsible for these or for their repair to make
amends as a matter of justice. Reparations should also be forward-looking, through
setting an example and making a commitment based on what is done in the present to
deal with the implications of violence in the hope that right relationships of confidence,
trust and hope between victims, responsible parties and their communities will be restored
in future.1 This is why it has been suggested that, in spite of the fact that problems may
arise from the inability to achieve what this message involves, because of economic,
political and social pressure or the marginalising of victims in states, reparations for mass
violations of human rights would, nevertheless, be incomplete should it be concluded
merely with the fulfilment of obligations to repair these past violations in the present.2
Rather, reparations are the beginning of a long process of creating commitments, in the
hope that what is done in the present will set a good example for the emergence and
restoration of consistent right relationships between victims, responsible parties and their
communities.3
The community in any state where grave human rights abuses occur against its members,
specifically, has a duty to lead the social process of moral validation by which victims
accountability and recognise that they are valued members of that community. This moral
validation requires a community to respond to claims of serious wrongdoing and to
evidence concerning it with careful attention by affirming the standards violated and by
confirming the reality of the injury to the victim, an injury which deserves redress. 4 In
the absence of such validation by wrongdoers or the community, it could be said that
victims and others will question whether the violation of human rights and the moral
standards governing responsibility for wrongs are being taken seriously.5 Realistically,
re-building or re-affirming these moral standards or, even changing them because of the
enormity of indiscriminate violence, is too difficult to establish unless the roots of
violence are seriously tackled.
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